Exchange of batteries: The Mini-Melter tool is
supplied with two AA I.5V batteries. To replace
batteries, use a screwdriver to open the tool
casing. When inserting batteries please ensure
that they are positioned correctly (see +/- symbols on the batteries and casing).

Cleaning melter: Use the cleaning comb to
clean the planer grooves. To clean melting knife,
simply wipe with a cloth after use.

Content:
4 x Hard Wax
1 x Mini-Melter incl. 2 x batteries
2 x Sanding Pad, grey

Specifications: Voltage: 3 V, current: 2.75 ± 0.2
amps, Power: 8 W, disposal batteries may not be
disposed of with household waste (hazardous
waste only).

For parquet, laminate,
and wood surfaces
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Numerous application videos about the picobello® products
are available at www.picobello-shop.us or on the picobello
YouTube Channel (www.youtube.com/PicobelloUSA), as well.
So, just have a look …

Activating: First remove the protective cover
and press switch to activate the tool. The
melting knife heats up very quickly. RISK OF
BURNING! (Cool down period 1 minute). As
soon as the melting knife is heated, the filling
material can be liquefied.
Product Features: The heat capacity of the smelter by about half an hour continuous operation is
guaranteed. However, it is recommended to work
at shorter intervals and the smelter in between
off. The hard wax filler is made from high quality
raw materials made, has very good adhesion
properties and is well loaded.

Use:The optimal set for the repair of scratches, small holes, dents and edge damage.
Can be used on wood, laminate and high quality furniture, as well as stairs, doors and
kitchen cabinets. Set in hard wax as a filler (in various wood tones), and necessary
tools are included.

MINI-MELTER

IT‘S JUST SO EASY …
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Preparing

The area to be repaired has to be clean,
dry and free from grease. If necessary,
remove any loose or sticking out particles.
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Levelling

The filler will cure in approximately 30
seconds. Hold the applicator with the
grooves flat to the surface and then
move it back and forth over the filler
until all surplus filler has been removed.
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Color selection

Make sure to use always several colour
shades from light to dark.
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Color Adjustment

For precise adjustment, imitate the grain
pattern with a darker hue of filler. Then
again, level off excess material with the
grooves of the Mini-Melter.
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Melting

Hold the button down on the side of
the combination tool for 30 seconds
and then touch the tip onto the fillers.
The filler will then melt onto the tip of
the tool. CAUTION - DO NOT TOUCH THE
TIP WHEN HOT.
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Finish

Use the grey sanding pad to degrease
the area. At the same time the gloss
sheen of the repair is flattened.
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Filling

Touch the tip of the applicator onto
the damaged area and the filler will
run into the affected area. TIP: Start
with the lighter background colour and
gradually apply darker colours to mimic
the darker grain shade.

